
 

 

 

HRV Pure Invironment Project - Partners 

 

The HRV Pure Invironment Project sees a number of like-minded companies coming together to 

demonstrate what it takes to create a healthy home and live a more sustainable life.   

Led by home solutions company HRV, the project is also supported by Toyota, Mercury Energy, 

Resene, LG, The Co-Operative Bank, insulation specialists Greenstuf®, EQC, real estate company The 

Property Market, and Trade Me. 

 

 

 

As part of the HRV Pure Invironment Project, Toyota is offering the lucky new owner of the home its 

popular hybrid vehicle the Prius c, the most fuel efficient car in Toyota’s line-up.    

“Toyota is proud to be a partner in the HRV Pure Invironment Project as this will bring together a 

family of like-minded brands and enable them to showcase technology and practices that are all 

about creating a clean and safe environment for kiwis with as little impact on the surrounding 

environment as possible. 

“Nowadays, sustainability is more important than ever to New Zealanders and at Toyota we believe 

in trying to make a difference with the introduction of our Hybrid range of vehicles in the NZ market 

since 2003.  

“Toyota has developed hybrid technology as one of its core technologies for the 21st century, and is 

working to further raise performance, reduce costs, and expand its environmentally-friendly product 

line-up.  Prius, the world’s best-selling hybrid, is now in its third generation and has evolved into a 

modern family of vehicles with the recent introduction of the Prius c and v.  

“Toyota has combined dynamic styling with clever engineering to deliver New Zealand’s most 

affordable hybrid car and the best fuel economy in the city for any vehicle without a plug – with the 

Prius c. The proven hybrid system returns just 3.7 litres per 100km on the city cycle – even better 

than Prius – and 3.9 litres/100km on the combined cycle with CO2 emissions of just 90 grams per 

kilometre.” - Andrew Davis, Assistant General Manager of Marketing 

 

 



 

 

Mercury Energy is proud to be part of HRV’s Pure Invironment Project, which brings together a 

family of like-minded brands and combines their clean, efficient and family friendly products and 

tools together in one home to set a new benchmark for the homes kiwis live their lives in. 

 
“Mercury Energy is a strong promoter of energy efficiency and affordability for New Zealand 
households.  Its Good Energy Monitor (GEM) gives customers greater visibility over their power 
usage, empowering them to take more control of their energy consumption and costs. 
 
“Through products like GEM, homeowners are equipped with the tools that help them easily identify 

where energy inefficiencies in their homes lie.  By using GEM, the participants in this project should 

be able to get a clearer understanding of the impacts their products have on the home’s energy 

efficiency.  

“Users of GEM are better understanding the benefits of changing how they use electricity in their 

homes.  

“As a result GEM users are lowering their power bills, with the group of customers who use GEM 

most actively saving 3.4% more power than customers who don’t use GEM.” - James Munro, 

General Manager Retail 

 
The average reduction in consumption across all customers actively using GEM is 1.4%, compared with 

customers not yet using this technology. The comparison period was usage for April – December 2012 versus 

April – December 2013 and the savings were normalised against other customers in the same period (who did 

not use GEM) and for climatic reasons. Actual savings will vary depending on the customers’ pricing terms and 

usage patterns.  

Mercury’s contribution to the HRV Pure Invironment Project:  

- One year free power to the winning bidder of the home*.  

- GEM, the Good Energy Monitor – gives our customers visibility and control over their power 

bills. 

*Conditions apply 
 
 

 

“The Co-operative Bank is truly different from other banks—because we’re owned by our customers 
and we were built on the idea of giving back. In fact, we’ve been giving back to New Zealanders since 
1928. 

“And because we’re a co-operative our main purpose is to create prosperity for our customers, not 
to create profit for anyone else.  



“This is why we’re thrilled to be part of the HRV Pure Invironment Project – because prosperity is 
about so much more than financial well-being, it’s about the well-being of our families, our 
communities and the environments we live in.  

“And to show our support for this innovative project we’re offering the successful bidder a great Co-
operative Bank home loan with 0% p.a. interest on the first $500,000 for the first year of the loan (a 
saving of around $30,000)*.” – Bruce McLachlan, Chief Executive 

*Lending criteria and conditions will apply  

 

 

Insulation specialists Greenstuf® is installing its locally made, 100 per cent recyclable insulation in 

the floors, walls and ceilings as well as Greenstuf Sound Solution acoustic insulation in the inner 

walls surrounding the bedrooms.  

“Greenstuf® is proud to be a part of the HRV Pure Invironment Project as it closely mirrors our 

strong ethics in providing a high performing, clean and environmentally friendly insulation.  Our 

involvement in providing our non-irritant and non-allergenic and chemically free insulation will 

ensure a warm, clean and safe home for 50 years to come.” - Nicholas Rowan, Autex, EECA 

Programme Manager  

 

 

Resene is offering interior and exterior paint product with a focus on its Environmental Choice 

products. For the interior Resene is recommending Resene Zylone Sheen VOC free (free from volatile 

organic compounds) and outside the Resene CoolColour technology which will help reduce heat 

absorption. 

“We think the HRV Pure Invironment Project is a superb way to showcase the changes that you can 

make on your own home right here and now. While we don’t all have the luxury of starting from 

scratch, there are lots of ways you can make a difference to your home if you choose to. 

“Our products confirm our commitment to quality and that you don’t need to sacrifice quality and 

sustainable product performance to get an environmentally preferable option.” - Karen Warman, 

Marketing Manager 

 

 

The Property Market is a licensed real estate agency reinventing the traditional model. Based in 

Freemans Bay and run by senior ex-advertising exec Antonia Baker, the company runs a more cost 



efficient business model, enabling the company to offer fairer real estate commission fees than their 

mainstream competitors.  

The Property Market will be marketing the Pure Invironment Project House and selling it at auction 

in early May. 

“The traditional approach to selling a house is outdated and out of sync with what buyers and sellers 

want. We reckon that by being leaner, smarter, fairer and more focused on customer service, we can 

put more money in our clients' back pockets and generate a whole new way of doing things for our 

industry.” - Antonia Baker, founder The Property Market 

 

 

LG Electronics is ensuring the house is installed with an impressive list of chattels when it is sold. The 

company will fit it out with the latest entertainment products, as well as kitchen and laundry 

appliances including a 55-inch 3D Smart TV, 5.1 3D Blu-ray home entertainment system, 32-inch HD 

Smart TV, a dishwasher, front loading washing machine, heat pump dryer, premium door-indoor 

fridge and a large capacity stainless microwave. 

 

 

 

“EQC is involved because a great home ‘invironment’ includes making it quake safe and the project is 

a great opportunity to help raise awareness of how to ‘fix and fasten’ around the home. Earthquakes 

can happen without warning and taking some simple steps could make all the difference, preventing 

the loss of treasured possessions, damage to homes, or worse, injury.” – Debbie Barber, General 

Manager Stakeholder Engagement and Reputation 

 

 


